
 

 

 

Telecom Engineer Faisal Ahmed Chaudhry                                      Career Episode#1 

         Level-3 Engineer (Network expansion Project) 
 

1. Introduction: 

Date:                  November2009 to February2010 

Location:           Karachi, Pakistan 

Organization:   LCC, Pakistan  

Position:            Level-3 engineer 

1.1 My First episode is about my project in LCC International. LCC was established in 1983 and 
remains a leading pioneer in providing fixed network, wireless voice and data engineering 
services to the telecommunications industry. LCC is working in more than 50 countries 
worldwide and providing services in network management, business consulting, tools-based 
solutions, and training. Since November 2014 it’s been acquired by Tech Mahindra Ltd. 

2. Back ground: 

1.2 I worked on this project as Level-3 Engineer and given a task of Implementation of DSLAM 
(Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer). In this project I was entirely responsible for 
Installation, Commissioning and Service testing. LCC was awarded this Project by Huawei 
Technologies which was the sole Equipment Provider; PTCL was deploying the Equipment in 
South Region of Pakistan. For work scope finalization I have to coordinate with customers, both 
PTCL & Huawei and in those meeting all the technical details were discussed. 

1.3 I had 5 teams each comprised of 1 Technician & 1 Helper who worked directly with me. Teams 

were dedicated area wise. During Kick Off I distributed scope among all teams and shared 

technical details along with logistics plan. I assigned and coordinated with teams on daily basis 

to review their performance. In order to do so in a better manner, I prepared daily and weekly 

reports of all the teams, and kept KPIs of their works. The performance of each team was also 

scrutinized.  

 

1.4 LCC was also given the responsibility of equipment logistic. I was also responsible to coordinate 

with WH and provide them with Delivery Note. Transport Company would pick and deliver 

equipment as per Delivery Note details. 

 



 

 

1.5 After Installation of Equipment, it was my Responsibility for commissioning of Sites and to 

thoroughly test all services before offering the Site for acceptance issuance. 

 

1.6 Network Expansion is very important factor for operator and each operator desire to cover this 

aspect in most cost effective manner and with zero tolerance for errors. PTCL is the largest 

service provider of triple play service (Telephony, Broadband & IPTV) in Pakistan so it was great 

opportunity for me to work on this project and develop new skills. In this Project Huawei was 

Vendor which is well known for very fast pace of work. I coordinated with different teams and 

departments directly and indirectly which in turn augmented and refined my communication, 

management and technical skills. 

 

1.7 My Team hierarchy is shown in the following diagram. 

 

 

3. Personal Engineering activity: 

1.8 PTCL already have more than 2,000 Local Exchanges and 3000 MSAG/ONUs nationwide. To 

further expand and optimize 65 Exchanges in South was a challenging task. My Duty was to 

configure new or expansion nodes for triple play services and get sites Acceptance done.  

 

1.9 On Daily basis I was receiving plan for network up-gradation/implementation of new nodes, I 

checked complete scope and made execution plans. Initially I had to check present and planned 



 

 

configuration of all the sites from survey reports and NMS Configuration logs. After receiving 

scope of work I prepared SMR’s (site material request) according to configuration. This SMR was 

then forwarded to Customer and after its approval it was sent to warehouse. Then I arranged 

logistics and managed to collect the equipment from warehouse along with Delivery Note which 

was verified at time of equipment loading and offloading at site and the Delivery Note was 

needed to be signed by customer onsite representative. When equipment was delivered to site, 

I along with my team used to reach site & perform installation. The installation of equipment 

was supervised by me and a quality audit report was prepared after installation of site. This 

report was reviewed and approved by customer before commissioning. 

 

1.10 Upon reaching the site, open box was performed in presence of customer 

representative to confirm equipment reached in good state and is according to Delivery note 

and new site configuration. Then team start Installation work according to survey Report and 

layout. Usually Installation involved fitting of DSLAM Cabinet, MDF and Cable Laying from 

DSLAM to MDF and laying of Optical Patch Cords for uplink. Additional work included installation 

of battery Banks (4*12v batteries per bank) and Rectifier Installation. 

 

1.11 After Installation Quality Audit Report was prepared, this includes the Pictures of newly 

installed Equipment according to Quality standards. These reports include and check whether 

DSLAM Cabinet, MDF & Rectifier are properly grounded and Grounding/Earthing Bar is also 

connected to Main Earthing Pit. Subscriber Cable lying is done properly on Cable Ladders and is 

terminated on to MDF’s system and External side. Optical Patch cords lying is done within 

Flexible PVC pipe. Power Cable Lying was done on separate cable Ladders which did not had 

subscribers cable or Patch Cords to avoid Electromagnetic effect. All Power connections are 

made using naked Terminal with Heat Shrink wrapped around it. 

 

1.12 For Expansion Site Commissioning I had to apply for Network Outage of 45 Minutes, all 

the New Boards and sub racks were connected during this time and the IPs and VLANs were 

defined using Hyper Terminal Software. Status of Boards and newly installed Sub rack were 

needed to be normal & if found abnormal than had to diagnose and rectify, usually software up 

gradation resolved the issues. Once Commissioning is done I checked that all the gateways IPs 

are accessible. And service testing was done afterwards. Whereas commissioning of new nodes 

& no network outage was required and rest of procedure was same. Meanwhile I had to 

coordinate with PTCL transmission & IP team before commissioning of site so that they can 

Configure Media according to Number of Pots that where being deployed. Usually 1Gbps Link is 

provided on which Voice, Data & Multicast service (IPTV) was provided.  

 

1.13 For Service testing I had to check that whether Telephone is working & no abnormality is 

observed in dial tone or in the call behavior. For Internet I tested RAW internet speed with 

different ADSL2+ Profile configuration and then checked the ping result and Latency. For IPTV 

there should be no jitter on screen while playing channels consumer must be able to forward 

and rewind along with recording option. If jitter or delay in ping result occurs then there is an 



 

 

issue of bandwidth and in order to rectify the same I run Bandwidth analyzer on NMS to check 

choking and this was resolved by providing more bandwidth on the uplink of DSLAM.  

 

1.14 After Service testing site was offered for ATP (Acceptance testing procedure). In this all 

the acceptance protocols were performed and shown to Customer. It Included verification of 

BOQ (Bill of Quantity) and service and reliability testing protocols. After completion sites were 

handed over to Customer for commercial usage. 

 

1.15 BOQ, ATP Documents along with DNs was submitted to Vendor site wise. Final Reconcile 

BOQ is prepared in junction with Vendor and Operator for successful completion of project.  

1.16 KPIs for network optimization and expansion   

1.16.1 After Execution of Plan, Site is kept under observation for one month time to check post 

installation KPIs. I coordinated with NOC team to take KPIs stats after one week and if 

stats were not up to bench mark then troubleshooting was required, there were many 

factors on which these KPIs effect. The major KPIs which we check and maintain were 

 

a. Dial-up Call Setup Time 
b. ADSL2+ Service Availability & Throughput 
c. Unsuccessful Connect Ratio 
d. Ratio of Packet Loss 

a) Dial-up Call Setup Time 

Call setup time should not be more than 1.9 seconds. If time is above 1.9 Seconds then I need to 

check Configuration at Soft Switch and have to define maximum call setup time while creating 

H248 Link between Soft Switch and UA5000.  

b) ADSL Service Availability & Throughput 

1 ADLS Service availability time should be ≥99%. If there are frequent disconnections then Line 

Test is performed and Line health is checked usually a bad line is the reason for Frequent 

Disconnection. 

2 IF Line health is good and still consumer is facing Disconnection then Connection at MDF are 

tested, usually loose punching resolve the issue. 

3 ADSL line Profile is also checked to ensure proper configuration is done or not.  

4 SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) Value at Downstream must be greater than 10db.If SNR value is 

lower than 10 dB then Change of Line (Drop Wire) or Jumper or Vertical or DP or Line Pair. 

Broadband may work on a value lower than 10 dB but there would be likely a slow speed, 

frequent disconnections & Time outs. 

5 Attenuation value at Downstream must be less than 45 dB. If the value is greater than 45 dB 

then insist for Change of Phone Line (Drop Wire), Jumper, Vertical, DP or Line Pair. Broadband 

may work on a value higher than 45 dB but there would be likely a slow speed, frequent 

Disconnections and Time outs. 



 

 

6 ADSL Splitter must be used on a Telephone Line at the subscriber premises having a Broadband 

connection. It divides main (frequency) Telephone Line coming from the Telephone Exchange 

into Phone (Low frequency) & Broadband (High frequency) connection. So Modem must be feed 

with pure ADSL signal (Link) 

c) Unsuccessful Connect Ratio 

If calls are not properly connected and consumer faces issue more than 10 times per 1000 

attempts then it needs to be resolved. For resolution we diagnose the uplink and downlink 

bandwidth and increases according to number of active & passive connections. 

d) Ratio of Packet Loss 

Packet loss ratios that are harmless to the quality of data and Voice over Internet Protocol 

(VoIP) services may still seriously jeopardize Internet Protocol television (IPTV) services. This can 

happen due to Link Congestion, Router/Switch/Firewall Performance, Software Issue and Faulty 

Hardware or cabling in the network. For Link Congestion Increase of bandwidth resolve the 

issue. But if this is not the case there is possibility that Cable are faulty for the device has 

reached is maximum throughput capacity and replacing with new hardware which can stands 

the throughput requirement will work. Sometime updating Software works. For IPTV 1% packet 

loss is acceptable more than that will cause content to disappear while streaming. Usually joint 

testing was conducted with Customer Team to check Network and identify the issue and in this 

testing I would require to check IPTV service on Layer-2 Switch by disconnecting DLSAM, so that 

I can check whether this packet loss is happening due to DSLAM or Other network Elements  

4. Summary: 

1.17 It was very important engineering project in my career as I have to deal with different 

departments, i.e. Transmission (SDH & DWDM), IP Core (Soft switch, BRAS And IP network). I 

was also involved in dealing with warehouse and provided logistics support. I was also involved 

in management of installation teams & was directly involved with vendor and Operator 

technical team for successful completion of tasks. In this Project I learned a lot about Fixed Line 

Network 

 

1.18 Due to this Project my technical and communication skills improved a lot. Because of my 

outstanding performance my company LCC was awarded with OFAN Project and my Project 

Manager asked me to deliver this Project on my own. This in turn increased my confidence level 

and also motivated me to work even harder. 


